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Abstract: 

This work provides a survey of ontologies for catalysis research to improve the findability, ac-
cessibility, interoperability, and reusability (FAIRness) of research data. Applying tools that are 
commonly used by lab scientists, ontologies relevant to catalysis research are classified in a 
simple, well formatted spreadsheet template (Excel). This enables a scientist and domain ex-
pert without programming skills to evaluate a certain ontology. The entries of this template are 
then processed and visualized through automated creation of markdown files on GitHub using 
Python scripts. Furthermore, ontology mapping by searching for similar pairs of classes across 
different ontologies is performed, using the outcome of the ontology classification. This work 
contributes to the development of ontologies for catalysis research, facilitating better data in-
tegration and knowledge sharing while reusing existing semantic artefacts. 
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1. Introduction

As digitization of the scientific community advances, the need for FAIR (Findable, Accessible, 
Interoperable, Reusable) data rises to ensure machine-processability of data. Enabling a 
higher data FAIRness, ontologies represent knowledge explicitly in a machine-understandable 
way. [1] Furthermore, research data occurring in the field of catalysis research often is complex 
and diverse. Thus, the NFDI4Cat consortium focuses on ontology development for the cataly-
sis research domain. [2] 

To enhance semantic interoperability and compliance with existing ontologies, a col-
lection of ontologies and semantic artefacts was created with importance to the data value 
chain of catalysis research. [3] Some of these ontologies are not easily reusable and do not 
provide proper documentation. This work presents a reiteration of the initial ontology landscape 
for catalysis research. The workflow and software is developed to be as reusable as possible, 
to enable other domains for such ontology classification. 

2. Methods

To identify suitable ontologies, ontologies listed in the OLS [4] and BioPortal [5] are screened 
by look-up of different keywords. Additionally, the ontologies listed in [3] and [6] are considered. 
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The ontology survey is conducted with the help of a well formatted and intuitively de-
signed spreadsheet template (Excel) to simplify access and handling of the ontology collection, 
capturing the relevant information on each ontology. For each ontology, such a template is 
filled in consisting of five topics and a comment section listed in Table 1 along the exact content 
included in each topic.  

Table 1. Classification scheme of the ontologies. Information regarding the five topics is 
gathered for each ontology to classify the ontologies regarding the content of each topic. 

Topic Content 
General information 
on the ontology 

Ontology name, alternative names, ontology acronym, creator(s) 
& issuing organization, kind of organizational structure 

References Organizational website, persistent URI of ontology file, link to 
documentation, link to version directory, additional links  

Ontology modeling 
and availability 

Provided ontology formats (ttl, owl, …), degree of inference and 
composition (inferred, non-inferred, compacted, …), license, 
working reasoners, shortest reasoning time, alignment with TLO, 
ontology imports, prefixes used, class annotation types  

Classification of con-
tained domains of in-
terest 

Biocatalysis, heterogenous catalysis, homogenous catalysis, 
chemical substance modeling, material modeling, process mod-
eling, synthesis data, operando data, performance data, charac-
terisation data, heat, transport and kinetic data, process design, 
energy and cost data, top level ontology 

Ontology characteris-
tics 

Axioms, logical axiom count, declaration, class count, object 
property count, data property count, individual count, annotation 
property count 

Comments Any additional comments or remarks on topics not covered by 
the other topics 

To facilitate documentation and access, the content of the Excel file is used to auto-
matically generate markdown files, that contain simplified, text-based formatting instructions 
and can be rendered similarly to HTML. Rendering the markdown files in GitHub provides a 
comprehensive and interactive overview of each ontology, making it easier for researchers to 
assess the suitability of an ontology for their research needs. The data is then imported by 
Python to generate JSON files increasing machine-readability of the results, which eases fur-
ther use of the data.  

Overall, the Excel template and automated generation of markdown and JSON files 
enable efficient data collection, documentation, and access. This helps in automated detection 
of similar classes (mapping) between ontologies, too. For this, a Python script is used that 
detects similarities of ontology classes of two ontologies based on similar labels, prefLabels, 
altLabels, class names, and IRIs. 

3. Results 

The survey in this contribution classifies 28 ontologies containing the data as listed in Table 1. 
After conversion of the Excel-file to markdown files for the respective ontologies, the markdown 
files are visualized in the browser page of the GitHub repository. This also allows for a simple 
and clear presentation of the data, accessible without restrictions. The repository landing page 
contains a readme-file listing some general information about the ontology collection. Addition-
ally, the acronym and the name of each ontology are listed in a table. As the markdown file 
allows for linking between different files, clicking on an acronym of an ontology directly redirects 
to the respective markdown file within the repository. The respective opened markdown file is 
visualized, too, and lists the information as given in Table 1. Figure 1 depicts the visualization 
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of the repository readme file (left) and a resulting ontology information page (right) of the ChEBI 
ontology.  

 

Figure 1. Visualization of the ontology classification via markdown files on GitHub. The re-
pository readme file (left) lists the ontologies and links to the markdown files describing the 

respective ontology (right) according to the classification listed in Table 1. 

After classification of the ontologies, the search for class similarities is performed auto-
matically for each pair of ontologies. This helps to identify close ontologies and get common 
classes to extend existing ontologies. The resulting list of common classes for each pair of 
ontologies is depicted in Figure 2 as heat map with low count of classes in red and high count 
of classes in green for 11 ontologies. The CHEBI ontology has, for example, 937 common 
classes with the ENVO ontology, which is the intersection of the two largest ontologies. 

 

Figure 2. Heatmap of the 11 ontologies investigated. Green entries show a high absolute 
number of common classes, while red indicates the contrary. 
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